
NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE MICHIGAN CONGRESS, 

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
2/24/2013 

 

As our elected representatives, the people of this state of Michigan present this notice to all branches of Congress and 

local government that have sworn an Oath to support the Constitution of the United States including the Bill of Rights and 

the Michigan Constitution. This notice is to let all members of congress and local government know you are very close, if 

not already, in violation of the oath of office taken at the time of your employment by the people of Michigan.   

 

It would be a mistake to interpret the peoples silence prior to this notice as acquiescence  to this repugnant UN-

constitutional decree. Homeland Security (HLS) does not have the constitutional authority to render Michigan a 

constitution free zone. 

 

This unconstitutional claim of boundaries makes all of Michigan a “CONSITUTION FREE ZONE,” which I’m sure the 

Congress of Michigan is well aware of and failed to fully disclose this to the people.  The people were never given a voice 

on this serious violation against their unalienable rights.  The people of Michigan need to think about the very serious 

ramifications of such a claim and what this means to the privacy, liberty, and freedom of the people.  This did not just 

happen.  The earliest date I’m aware of according to the ACLU website is 2006, and the Michigan Congress did nothing 

to alert the people or support either constitution in accordance to the oath they took to do so.  .   Map  included for 

reference and convenience. 

 

This is clearly and blatantly an over-stepping of power by HLS because this power has not been “delegated” to HLS by 

the people of Michigan. This is not only in violation of the Tenth Amendment but also the Fourth Amendment in 

accordance with the Constitution of the United States and also the Michigan Constitution Article 1 sec. 11.   It would 

appear the people of Michigan are not aware their CONSTITUTIONAL IMMUNITIES have been completely stripped 

from them by this 100 mile coastal border claim of HLS which makes ALL of Michigan a CONSTITUTION FREE 

ZONE.  Thus the reason for this notice, of which a portion will be published. 

 

I hope for the protection of the people that I will have an opportunity to completely and publicly apologize to all of the 

Michigan Congress if there is indeed legislation in place to nullify this HLS decree claiming ALL of Michigan is 

Constitution Free due to their 100 mile boundary rule.  I searched http://www.legislature.mi.gov for legislation protecting 

the people of our state from this invasion of personal privacy and violation of constitutional immunities by the national 

and state constitution from unlawful searches and seizures, not to mention that if our individual immunities are completely 

removed we are subject to “whatever” they decide to dictate as law, but the search resulted in 0 Bills.  Could you forward 

me what Legislation is in place to protect the people of Michigan from this repugnant “decree”?   

 

According to your Citizen Guide, page 15, it states:  “During a two-year session, the Legislature will introduce 

approximately 3,500 bills—700-800 of these will become law.”   We request legislation be drafted to nullify these 

repugnant laws, not only from HLS, but also those powers not delegated to the Federal Government per the Constitution 

of the United States, using the Tenth Amendment and the voice of the people, your employer, to do so.  It also might be 

time to fully review, and start removing all laws, statues, and regulations that are repugnant to the constitution and 

oppressive to the people.   

It is the hope of the people, your employer, that as a member of Congress, and local government you will examine your 

position and motive, and will make the right decision to honor your oath and support the Constitution of the United States, 

and most importantly the Bill of Rights, because it is your “defense and protection” from a tyrannical government.  

Remember, your employment is not permanent.  There are many ways to do what is wrong, but only one to do what is 

right. 

Elector, 

 

 

  

http://www.aclu.org/technology-and-liberty/fact-sheet-us-constitution-free-zone
http://www.aclu.org/constitution-free-zone-map

